
Investor Services™ from First American CoreLogic delivers a comprehensive 
approach to mortgage pool risk management, using highly predictive 
analytic models to effectively identify inaccurate property values and 
collateral fraud. By offering automated tools and professional services 
tailored to each investor’s specific needs, First American CoreLogic enables 
due diligence on 100 percent of loans within a pool. Our due-diligence 
experts are also available to help establish a fair-market value and act as 
disinterested third parties to support pricing decisions. Post securitization, 
Investor Services streamlines mark-to-market valuation and trend analysis, 
helping you keep clients informed about portfolio performance.

Whether unintended or deliberate, collateral valuation errors spell trouble for 
mortgage portfolios. When fraud is involved, the effects can seriously damage 
portfolio performance and threaten a firm’s market reputation. With today’s 
volatile real estate market and dramatic increases in fraud, risk protection is 
more critical than ever. To safeguard investors against risk from ever-increasing 
threats to profitability, First American CoreLogic has designed a complete array 
of automated tools and professional services specifically tailored to the needs of 
the investment community.

One Hundred Percent Due Diligence

Sampling a mortgage pool may provide a sense of the pool’s integrity, but it can 
never catch every problematic loan. Yet failing to spot even a small percentage 
of loans destined for default can make the difference between a solidly 
performing portfolio and one that underperforms, blemishing your firm’s credibility 
and ability to attract top-tier investors. Our Investor Services solution makes it 
easy to run every loan within a pool through a series of automated tools to 
quickly stratify the risk level associated with each loan.

INVESTOR SERVICES™

Additional Benefi ts

Provides a single source for  ›
comprehensive capital markets risk 
management practices

Enables fast due diligence on 100  ›
percent of loans within a pool

Identifies the high-risk loans within a  ›
pool, leading to better fair-market 
pricing and reducing investment 
exposure

Accelerates workflow and production  ›
capacity without requiring additional 
staff

Delivers easy-to-use report summaries  ›
via Web-based HTML, XML service 
or batch processing

Offers customer and technical support  ›
every business day from 5:30 a.m. 
until 6:30 p.m. (PST)
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The tailored due-diligence 

process provides thorough pool 

evaluations in less time than 

ever while enabling more 

accurate pricing.
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Customized Solutions

First American CoreLogic delivers solutions that are completely 
customized to match the risk tolerance levels, policies and 
business rules of your firm. Batch processing of all loans 
through our automated risk management tools stratifies the 
pool into risk gradients—separating loans with low risk profiles 
from those that require further inspection. Using your firm’s 
business rules and the First American CoreLogic bump-logic 
approach, higher risk loans can then be put through additional 
automated tools that look more closely at specific issues 
identified by criteria your firm establishes. In a matter of hours, 
all loans can be sorted and graded by risk and then either 
cleared or sent to increasing levels of scrutiny—including 
information systems and onsite appraisal services—all through 
a single system. This tailored due-diligence process enables 
thorough pool evaluations in less time than ever, leading to 
more accurate pricing.

Expert Arbitration Support

Our due-diligence experts can also provide support during tie 
out and valuation issues resolution. During arbitration, our 
professionals can explain reports objectively so that all parties 
clearly understand the risk associated with exceptions, the 
reasons for kick outs, and the support for the recommended 
valuation. Having expert support at hand eases contention 
and speeds the negotiation process, helping all parties feel 
confident with the final decision.

Fast, Accurate Mark-to-Market Analysis

With Investor Services, it’s fast and easy to keep investment 
clients informed on portfolio performance by providing 
snapshots of value at origination, current value, and any 
interim points in time. Streamlined batch processing offers you 
exceptional flexibility to produce trend analyses and informative 
performance reports, increasing client communication and 
building trust.

Return on Investment

Investor Services from First American CoreLogic has enabled 
leading Wall Street firms to realize significant positive 
financial impact:

Reduced portfolio risk, leading to more predictable  ›
performance

Streamlined due diligence, shortening turnaround times  ›
for pool evaluation and increasing the numbers of 
pools considered

Enhanced confidence in pool integrity due to more accurate  ›
identification of high-risk loans

Increased pricing accuracy, leading to more stable  ›
investments and greater client confidence

Improved quality of pools purchased  ›

Failing to spot even a small percentage of 

loans destined for default can make the 

difference between a solidly performing 

portfolio and one that underperforms.

First American CoreLogic, a member of The First American Corporation (NYSE:FAF) family of companies, is the largest provider of real estate, property and ownership 
data and advanced analytics for information on foreclosures, delinquencies, median home prices, home price indices, home valuations, sales activity and mortgage loan 
originations. The market-specific data covers 7,575 ZIP codes, 958 Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSA) and 3,050 counties located in all 50 states and the District of 
Columbia. This data represents 99 percent of the United States population, 140 million (97 percent) of all properties, more than 50 million active mortgages and $2 trillion 
in loan-level, non-agency mortgage securities. First American CoreLogic’s products and services enable customers to better manage mortgage risk, protect against fraud, 
acquire and retain customers, manage credit risk, mitigate loss, decrease mortgage transaction cycle time, more accurately value properties and determine real estate 
trends and market performance.  More information about First American CoreLogic can be found at www.facorelogic.com.

To learn more about Investor Services, 
call 866.774.3282 or visit facorelogic.com today.


